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Lumens Launches the New PS753 4K Desktop Document Camera 

4K UltraHD Document Camera for Large Documents, X-rays, Celluloid Film, and 3D Objects 

Hsinchu, Taiwan, December 8, 2021 – Lumens®  Digital Optics Inc. introduces 

the PS753 4K desktop document camera. This document camera delivers live 

images of print documents, 3D objects, celluloid film, and X-rays. The PS753 

reproduces remarkably detailed images for display images in superior image 

quality on screens and projectors. It is also designed to stream video images 

over networks and video conferencing platforms. 

Featuring a professional Sony 4K image sensor and 300x total zoom, the 

PS753 captures objects and reproduces documents larger than A3 size.  

Lumens PS753 has dual lights on adjustable gooseneck mounts and a backlit LED light under the display 

area, ensuring objects are perfectly lit from every angle.  

“As a 4K visualizer, Lumens PS753 is a step above in terms of resolution. It also stands apart with an 

extensive range of features, including IP streaming, integration with video conferencing platforms, and instant 

reproduction of X-rays and celluloid film. This unit is ideal for environments such as higher education, medical 

training, and conferences, where picture quality and collaboration with colleagues are vital.” commented 

Steven Liang, VP of Product Development for Lumens. 

The PS753 outputs live images over a connection that suits the way users work: it links directly to a display 

or projector over HDMI, VGA, or streams images over Ethernet networks. The onboard annotation tools allow 

lecturers to draw over the image on screen with live capture and presentation without the need for a host PC. 

For advanced control, Lumens Ladibug™ software is included to optimize video quality, manage streaming 

output, and share files with students, colleagues, and collaborators. 

 

Availability 

The PS753 4K desktop document camera is available now. 

https://www.mylumens.com/en/Products_detail/1070/PS753-4K-Desktop-Document-Camera 

 

Press Contact:  

Jasmine Fan, Marketing Manager 

Email: Jasmine.Fan@lumens.com.tw, Phone: +886-3-552-6255 ext. 227 

 

Information: 

For more information about Lumens, visit: www.MyLumens.com  
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Follow Lumens on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Lumensinc 

Follow Lumens on Twitter: https://twitter.com/LumensLadibug 

Follow Lumens on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/lumens-digital-optics 

Follow Lumens on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/MyLumens 

 

About Lumens Digital Optics Inc. 

Lumens®  manufactures broadcast-quality PTZ cameras, video conferencing cameras, document cameras, 

wireless collaboration technology, video processing systems, and video over IP devices. Based in Taiwan 

and part of the Pegatron Group, Lumens has offices in Asia, Europe, and the USA. 
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